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American Dreams Coming True for European Speaker Dr Marina Bruni
Dr. Bruni, Thought-Leader expert featured in the film,
“How Thoughts Become Things,” is gracing virtual
American stages with her international expertise.
Los Angeles, CA – Dr. Marina Bruni, one of the Global
Thought Leaders in the movie "How Thoughts Become
Things", is bringing her European perspective to the
American business world, via virtual platforms. Bruni’s
debut in the sequel to The Secret created an opportunity
to speak at a money mastery event with Sharon Lechter,
to be featured in an upcoming article with Authority
Magazine, and to be invited to speak at multiple virtual
events this summer. Bruni, the Global Brain Activation
Strategist, is well-known for helping businesses identify
additional revenue streams. With the mindset of a lawyer
and the skill-set of a coach, Dr Bruni fast-tracks her clients through shifts using
innovative and proprietary methods from her Power of Choice: Brain Activation Mastery
Program. Her virtual tour of America is a dream come true.
How Thoughts Become Things Movie
Fourteen years ago, "The Secret" exploded The Law of Attraction concept into an
international sensation. Since then, the filmmakers saw a need to expand on a few of the
concepts that were holding many people back from experiencing The Law of Attraction's
full abundance. Many of the film’s experts reunited for the sequel “How Thoughts
Become Things”, and Bruni was chosen to be featured alongside many of the original
cast.

"How Thoughts Become Things" teaches how to put the Law of Attraction into motion.
Viewers who purchase their tickets online will also receive a workbook, audio training
and the power of thoughts formula. https://bit.ly/HTBTmovie.

Assets Are Sexy Wealth Mastery Event with Sharon Lechter
Dr. Bruni was the only European speaker at Sharon Lechter’s first Assets Are Sexy
Virtual Event. Assets Are Sexy is Sharon Lecther’s virtual wealthy mastery event. Dr
Bruni’s ability to help her students activate their brain to accelerate their energetic DNA
abilities gained her an invitation to speak to the audience to teach them how to elevate
their energetic DNA around money.
Authority Magazine, They Told Me It Was Impossible But I Did It Anyway
Dr Bruni’s story of living her impossible American dream will be featured this summer
in Authority Magazine with Candice Georgiadis. Bruni’s article will highlight how Bruni
is able to react to naysayers, overcoming challenges, and showcase her invitation to join
the cast of the film How Thoughts Become Things.
About Dr. Marina Bruni: Dr. Bruni trains her students to simultaneously shift from
right-brain to left-brain and from left-brain to right-brain strategies. A dual qualified
lawyer, Dr. Bruni has over two decades of experience in the financial services industry.
Dr Bruni is on a mission to empower men and women to use her proven method to
make the right choice with ease—consistently. In Italy and the city of London, she has
worked for big international firms such as Norton Rose, RBS, PGI, M&G, State Street.
To learn more about Dr. Bruni, visit her online at https://www.marinabruni.com.
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